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This paper addresses at a high level some of 

marketing’s most intriguing issues: How do 

marketers determine the resource allocation 

by brand, by country, by retailer and by 

marketing element. 

 Most brand marketers and most retail 

category managers are focused on 

spending the funds allocated to them. 

This paper helps them understand the 

C-suite spending rationale determining 

what resources  ultimately trickle  

down to the brand and then out to the 

retailer. 

 The not so surprising conclusion is that 

management commits resources 

where returns are judged to be 

highest in the short term or of most 

strategic value long term.  For 

example, does the $250K spent on a 

TV spot on Dancing with the Stars have 

a +/- ROI vs.  a display  in Walmart or a  

Kroger loyalty card mailing or a 

temporary price reduction allowance 

(a TPR) at Rite Aid.   From a 

shareholder’s perspective , the higher  

ROI should win.  

 The startling fact is that few top 

managers, brand managers or retail 

category managers have the discipline 

to prove the returns of their effort. 

This is the continuing shame of the 

marketing profession. 

 

 If you are a retailer: 

1) Ask your vendor account team to 
compare your account P&L with those 
of other retailers to ensure that you are 
being treated fairly  

2) Generate a higher ROI via superb 
execution thereby justifying a higher 
share of brand spending 

3) Encourage category-building plans 

incorporating shopper insight work to 

build shopper traffic and loyalty and 

your sales and profits.  Be open to 

learning and to new ideas. 

If you are a supplier: 

1) Know your ROI by marketing 
element/option, whether it be a TV 
commercial on a Hispanic network or a 
display at Kroger.  Know the up to date 
software services that provide this 
information. 

2) Know your account P&L’s and be sure 
you spend all allowable funds at 
retailers who give you the best ROI 

3) Fill in the spending gaps with shopper 
insight work and category building 
plans at retailers who reward this effort 
by implementing its results.  Again, 
know the shopper research techniques, 
the way to incorporate findings into 
Category Plans and the ways to track 
implementation. 

 

Why read this paper? Actions to consider 

 So in the USA, a brand manager is given a number for profit and derivatively a number to spend to support 

the business. The brand manager’s job is to optimize the ROI of his marketing funds within his budget. 
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He wanted to know if there was a ‘best practice’ or at least a common approach among the major marketers. I prefaced 

my answer by relating that in 2005 and 2006 we wrote two white papers on Marketing 

Accountability for the Association of National Advertisers, the world’s largest marketing 

trade organization. We were given privileged access to the planning processes of 20 leading 

companies. From that experience assured him that no vendor has a ‘best practice ‘process. 

Having said that, we wanted to provide a more comprehensive answer so we will 

summarize the processes, data and internal organizational challenges face as they allocate 

marketing dollars. 

The top most driver of marketing spending is corporate strategy regarding geography, 

category and brand.  Several years ago we participated in an exercise with one of the three 

largest global CPG marketers in which they were trying to allocate spending globally in a more rational manner. They 

needed to make decisions about where they wanted to compete and grow vs. where they were satisfied to milk their 

current positions. They looked first at geographies and then at categories. They evaluated category development trends 

in the geography, manufacturing capacity and brand building considerations (i.e. how much would it cost to build a 

consumer preferred brand in the existing competitive environment and support it with manufacturing capacity in China 

vs. India vs. Latin America.).  

 

  

 

 

   

Marketing Budget 

Consumer Advertising,  
TV, Magazines,  

Internet 

 

Retail Trade Spending 

TPR, Shopper Marketing, 
Displays, Loyalty Cards 

Consumer Promotions, 
Coupons,  

Contests, Etc. 

Retail Account Team 

 

Retailer 

Loyalty Card 
Effort 

Displays Price Features Local Effort, 
Contests 

Retail Web 
Promotions 

Is there a 

‘best practice’  

or common 

approach? 

Recently a senior executive at a major retailer asked how 

vendors allocated their marketing funds especially their 

trade funds among their retail trading partners. 
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Global C-suite Strategy 

 This global C-suite strategy drives what country /category /brands get more 

financial support and which get less. It often determines which businesses get kept 

and which get divested. For example, this marketer had previously decided to divest 

its position in one of its long time core categories in the USA because they were not 

able to compete profitably. At the same time they had decided to increase marketing support for two other very 

profitable categories where their brands were doing well. Dozens of similar geographic/category/brand decisions played 

out around the globe. 

Once these high level strategic decisions were made, their practical implications cascaded down through the financial 

and marketing ecosystem. At this point we must introduce a concept called ‘full available’. This is defined as the list price 

of a brand minus all its costs (product cost plus allocated internal overhead). This difference between list price and costs 

is what is ‘available’ to the CFO for contribution to corporate profit plus marketing of the brand. 

 At the beginning of the financial planning year, the CFO in every business unit calculates a ‘full available’ number for 

every brand. Then the CFO tells the brand, “Here’s what your Business Unit is taking from that ‘full available’ for BU 

profit. Therefore, here is what you have left to market your brand.” This critical decision reflects all the global 

geographic/category/brand issues mentioned above. Brands in important growth categories in important growing 

geographies get proportionately more of their ‘full available’ to spend for brand building. Other brands in lower priority 

categories and lower priority geographies get less. These lower priority brands are turned into cash cows that are milked 

for the benefit of growing brands elsewhere around the globe. 

So in the USA, a brand manager is given a number for profit and derivatively a number to spend to support the business. 

The brand manager’s job is to optimize the ROI of his marketing funds within his budget. 

The budget in today’s world gets divided among four broad marketing choices: 

 

 Brand advertising to build equity, consumer awareness and brand preference 

 Consumer promotion to generate trial or loading 

 Trade price reduction (TPR’s ) to receive retail support 

 Account based ‘shopper marketing’ funds for Loyalty card mailings, displays, etc. 

Practical Implications  
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In an Ideal World  

In an ideal world, the Brand Manager has conducted extensive multi-variate mathematical analysis that tells him the ROI 

of each marketing option within each of these broad areas. In theory he would know that $250K spent on a TV spot on 

Dancing with the Stars has a +/- ROI vs. a display promo in Walmart.  Or for that matter that a loyalty card mailing to 

Kroger shoppers is worth more than a TPR at Rite Aid.   Unfortunately for most Brand Managers, this level of analytical 

granularity is rarely available so the spending allocation becomes an exercise in judgment and internal politics modified 

by the best available analytics. One of the continuing disgraces of 

marketing is that management will spend millions on judgment rather than 

commit thousands to get the facts. 

 As a result, in most cases, the Brand Manager starts by allocating the monies 

among the choices based on some historical data modified by the 

possibilities of getting certain trade collaboration modified by short term 

marketing initiatives such as the introduction of a new line extension or a new ad 

campaign.  The plan he ends up with combines what has been done in the past plus 

any new information on ROI response rates plus new marketing initiatives aimed at 

building the brand. 

 Now we need to give a practical answer to the original question of how do vendors allocate their trade funds among 

retailers or the more basic question of how a given retailer gets more of these funds rather than less. The answer is 

disarmingly simple: you must prove that marketing dollars spent with you are likely to have a higher ROI than 

comparable alternatives.  Please keep in mind that the retailer’s competition for those funds is not just other retailers (a 

loyalty card mailing at Kroger or a themed event at Walmart), it’s also dancing with the Stars! 

 Having said that, let us focus narrowly on the funds spent with retailers (TPR’s, shopper marketing funds, display 

allowances, etc.). As everyone realizes, the Robinson Patman Act requires manufacturers to treat retail trade partners 

equally in pricing and promotion regardless of the retailer’s size. Therefore in theory, P&G cannot vary its trade funds 

among retailers such that it spends $2/case at Rite Aid but $3 /case at Walmart. When all the TPR’s and trade promo 

costs are computed at the account level, all the accounts are supposed to be treated equally with a few understandable 

and defensible exceptions.  

The accounting convention used by vendors to insure they treat the retailers legally is called an ‘account P&L’. 

Therefore, most major vendors aggregate promotional spending at the account level and compute a P&L for each 

account to the extent possible. By doing so they have a defense in case a retailer sues them for an R-P infraction. The 

vendor can always point to their account data and show that when all costs were figured into the equation they charged 

Walmart the same as they did small retailer X. In other words, they did not discriminate against the small retailer by 

making more money off him per unit than Walmart. (As an aside, for the last 10 years I have asked retailers if they have 

ever seen an account P&L for their account from any vendor. Their answer has always been ‘no’. Now I am sure that at 

some time and place some vendors have shared this data with a retailer over dinner but I have never had anyone admit 

seeing it) 

In most cases, the 

Brand Manager starts 

by allocating the 

monies among the 

choices based on some 

historical data   
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 In reality, account level P&L per case on a given brand varies widely among trade factors depending on a variety of 

factors including how personnel costs are allocated.  

For example, because of Walmart’s critical mass, the personnel cost per case 

for the vendor at Walmart are probably less than those at a competitive 

medium size retailer. In many other areas, the cost per unit of doing 

business with Walmart is lower than with other retailers. For example, 

Walmart charges nothing for its retail link data while many retailers 

charge exceptionally high fees for their loyalty card data.  

I have seen detailed sophisticated activity based costing computations on 

profitability by account including fully loaded supply chain costs and I can 

tell you that most vendors make more money per case on Walmart than 

most other accounts because their critical mass and EDLP approach 

reduces over all costs dramatically. In other words, in many, many 

categories, vendors spend more money per case on other accounts than 

on Walmart. 

One major counterbalancing factor is market research costs for shopper 

marketing. Many vendors conduct Walmart specific shopper research. 

For that matter, they also conduct Ahold specific, Kroger specific and 

probably Walgreens specific research. This large episodic expenditure 

occurs most frequently at Walmart partly because of the importance of 

the account but also because of the various account P&L issues discussed 

above. There’s money ‘left over’ to spend on understanding shoppers 

contributing 33% of many vendor’s total US sales. 

The internal accounting process for managing account P&L’s is called accrual 

based budgeting. Here’s how it works. To make everyone’s life easier, 

Vendors create a pool of trade marketing funds for every retailer 

comprised of TPR’s, shopper marketing funds, etc. These funds are 

generated by multiplying a specific $/case spending rate by anticipated 

shipping volume to the retailer for the ensuing 6 months.  

 

For example, if J&J believes they are going to ship 100,000 cases to 

Walgreens in the first 6 months of 2014 and have determined to spend 

$1/case on all retailers during this period then the Walgreens account 

team will have $100K to spend during that period.  The $/cs. number is theoretically the same for all accounts so what 

drives the absolute $ available is estimated volume per retailer.  In Walmart’s case the volume is so large (and the actual 

cost of servicing Walmart so low) that there’s often $150K or so ‘left over’ from other efforts to support some account 

specific research. 

 

 So What Should You 

Do?  

If you are a retailer: 

1) Ask your vendor account 

team to compare your 

account P&L with those of 

other retailers to ensure that 

you are being treated fairly  

2) Generate a higher ROI via 

superb execution thereby 

justifying a higher share of 

brand spending 

3) Encourage category-

building plans incorporating 

shopper insight work to build 

shopper traffic and loyalty 

and your sales and profits.  Be 

open to learning and to new 

ideas. 
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In net, most companies are bound by Robinson Patman considerations and use some form of accrual approach to 

allocate funds.  

In practice some retailers do get more than their ‘fair share’ primarily by 

demonstrating the likelihood of higher ROI on whatever initiative is being 

considered.  

In my experience, retailers and vendors are HORRIBLE at measuring returns 

for their marketing dollars. Neither party is well disciplined. Therefore the 

best way any given retailer may stand out is by generating reliable return 

on Investment calculations.  

One of the simplest ways to do this is to show higher in store compliance in 

display activities. Many retailers are horrible at this. They receive monies 

based on an assumed display compliance level and deliver far less. The 

retailer, who shows consistently high compliance levels, will win the tie 

breaker.  

 

  

 So What Should You 

Do?  

If you are a supplier: 

1. Know your ROI by 

marketing element/option, 

whether it be a TV commercial 

on a Hispanic network or a 

display at Kroger.  Know the 

up to date software services 

that provide this information. 

2. Know your account P&L’s 

and be sure you spend all 

allowable funds at retailers 

who give you the best ROI 

3. Fill in the spending gaps 

with shopper insight work and 

category building plans at 

retailers who reward this 

effort by implementing its 

results.  Again, know the 

shopper research techniques, 

the way to incorporate 

findings into Category Plans 

and the ways to track 

implementation. 

The retailer, who shows consistently high compliance levels, will win the tie breaker. 
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